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Abstract

This chapter will discuss the thesis and dissertation journal article style requirements above and beyond the general graduate college formatting requirements.

Introduction

The Journal Article Style thesis/dissertation generally includes five chapters as follows: General Introduction, Manuscript 1, Manuscript 2, Manuscript 3, and General Conclusion. Sometimes there are fewer manuscripts included and sometimes there are more manuscripts included. Please consult with your major professor and committee on their manuscript expectations. Regardless of how many manuscripts are included, you must always have your first chapter entitled General Introduction and your final chapter entitled General Conclusion, as well as follow the Graduate College formatting guidelines.

Formatting Within a Manuscript Chapter

There are specific formatting requirements you need to follow within the manuscript chapters of your thesis/dissertation. First, the chapter title of your manuscript chapters is the title of that manuscript. Second, you must list the authors and provide their affiliations (including yourself), such as their university and department, below the title. You can provide the affiliation information either below the list of authors or in a footnote. Third, you must include publication information in a footnote (optional).

* A version of this chapter appears in *Journal of Discipline*, Volume 18, Issue 3.